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The following text has but one
aim and that is to promote
THE REVOLUTIÒN OF THE
WHITE MAN. The text
consists of three parts: to
awaken the white man from
his lethargy and for him to find
himself; to show to him a path
towards his purpose in life
and to indicate to him what
his purpose in life should be;
and to describe the future
white world after the white
revolution. In these times, in
which our race is threatened
in every country in which
we live, it is extremely
necessary that our ideas are
spread far and wide:
only this way we will manage
to survive

WHITE POWER!
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DEDICATION TO OUR LEADER GERARD LAUCK

IN MEMORIAM OF COMRADE RICHARD BIEDERMAN

Richard Biederman was a North American militant of the NSWPP (National Socialist
White Peoples Party) who in 1974 volunteered to fight for his race in Rhodesia with a
combat group in the front line. As is usual the most brave are the first ones to die, taking
the most dangerous positions. Comrade Biederman fought for his race far from his
homeland. He understood that we are not petty nationalists of narrow homelands.1

OUR HOMELAND IS OUR RACE!
HEIL COMRADE BIEDERMAN

1
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Extracts from the bulletin of the Circulo Español de Amigos de Europa (CEDADE) nº 81. June 1978.

The present edition is dedicated to memory of

RICHARD CHARLES EDMONDS.
Thank you comrade Edmonds for your comradeship, friendship and
dedication for the white nationalist cause. And special thanks for the
translation of this work to the english language making it available to all
the comrades around the world.

RICHARD CHARLES EDMONDS
(1943-2020)

HEIL COMRADE EDMONDS
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“In this arcticle I find the echos of other wonderful writers: for example, G. A.
Amaudruz and Francis Parker Yockey. There is a great deal that is very good in
your article. I will select just one short passge:
“For the Aryans hatred is not a bad thing. Hatred when well used is energy that
can lead to personal advancement and to progress of the race. As Aryans we
need both emotions of hatred and love in order to fulfill our purpose on earth:
THE CREATION OF CIVILIZATION.”
Richard Edmonds
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What is RACE, What is its ORIGIN ?
A race is a community of individuals who share common genetic physical and
psychic characteristics, which only can be altered by miscegenation with other
dissimilar races or by mutations produced in due course by physical, or
biological means or by the social manner in which this community develops or
by any other manner.
Inside a race there can exist divisions and variations with small genetic
differences that do not alter the common genetic basis of the group. To know if
two populations inside the same race are related, prior to any physical similarity,
one turns to the study of blood groups that we will reproduce here:
Europeans (Aryan): high quantity of blood A and O, few of B and AB.
Asians (mongoloids and Semitic): medium quantity of blood A, B and O, shared
between their populations, few of AB.
Africans (blacks and Egyptians) high quantity of blood B (with exception of the
bushmen) and O (with exception of the Ethiopians), medium quantity of blood A
and few of AB.
Native Americans: high quantity of blood O, few of A (with the exception of the
Blackfeet) and practically nothing of B and AB.
The races originate by means of three factors: the natural selection inside a
certain environment, miscegenation, isolation and inbreeding. These causes
cannot be taken alone, they operate as a whole: for example natural selection
and inbreeding are basic for the emergency of a race; one alone might not
produce such a result. Miscegenation only produces a race when relationships
take place between the half-caste individuals. There are races that arose by
means of selection, isolation and inbreeding, as for example, the Europeans.
Others by means of miscegenation and inbreeding, for example the gypsies,
who are the product of the mixture of all the races with whom they lived on the
Indian continent. Others such as the Egyptians, the Semites, and the
Ashkenazim Jews have received a large influx of black and yellow blood in their
populations but the white blood still predominates in these communities over
their coloured blood; but in spite of this the foreign that they received blood was
sufficient to modify them genetically and to separate them racially from the
European whites.

Our Race
Our race is the white European Aryan race; it has the same characteristics
everywhere that it exists: creative, hard-working and altruistic. These
characteristics are found in the whites of all nations and etnias, hence a white
Italian inventor is biologically close to a Swede who is also an inventor even
though the other was born at the another end of the continent. What biological
difference is there between these two individuals beyond possibly the colour of
their hair and eyes ? The flag under which they live or their language? Should
these two highly valuable persons fight each other, or even worse to kill each
other, just because their political leaders may have some territorial or economic
dispute ? Race is the only real true difference that can exist between two
individuals and is the only true border which is fixed by nature.
8

NORDICS, ALPINES AND MEDITERRANEANS, Our Beloved DIVERSITY!
We Aryans have a somewhat variable physical appearance and to a lesser
extent our personality, due to the regions of Europe where we come from. But
these variations do not make us distant from each other, but on the contrary,
draw us together and make us the more to need each other.
There was a time when it was thought that Europeans such as the Nordics,
were superior to Alpines and Mediterraneans or alternatively that
Mediterraneans, were superior to Alpines and Nordics 2 . Today we know and
indeed it was known in the past that nothing could have been possible without
the cooperation and genetic exchange of both. We remember the genial book of
Madison Grant, The Passing of the Great Race, where the nordicist author
acknowledges that the Roman was the Aryan par excellence, who was formed
by the genetic combination from the Nordic of creativity and physical strength
and from of the Mediterranean of intelligence, and that both peopes played a
key role in the development of the great civilizations of southern Europe.
Certainly, the Nordics having established themselves in a much more hostile
climate than the Mediterraneans, developed certain qualities for their survival,
and benefited from the natural selection that removed those elements not suited
for life. The Nordic was the most perfect European, both physically and
psychically, and as such, acting on their natural will to power, invaded the
southern parts of Europe in search of land and vital resources. There they found
their Mediterranean cousins who lacked their valuable qualities but had their
superior intelligence to offer. The genetic inter-mingling was the greatest
success in all humanity and gave rise to the birth of ancient Greece, Rome and
Egypt. But we have not spoken of the Alpines, those cheerful and industrious
peasants clinging to their land. What could they offer to those creative,
adventurous and athletic men from the North ? Well, precisely their very
industriousness and their attachment to the land, which is essential to the
survival of our race.
Thus we Europeans have in our DNA, the genes of all the peoples of Europe,
excepting those for the color of our eyes, hair, our height and the shape of our
skull. Our mission, therefore, is the achievement of a new Roman, a man with
the desirable qualities of the three divisions of the Aryan race. And with the new
man of Europe there would arise a new Rome that will restore the greatness to
our race.
To those who seek to divide us with the related myth that only the Nordics can
be called Aryan and that all other Europeans must be put to one side, we
remind them that the NSDAP was founded in southern Germany, a
predominantly Alpine region, and that leaders the Fuhrer, Goebbels, Goering
and Hess did not have Nordic physical characteristics, nor did such honourable
leaders such as the late Commander Rockwell, Commander Koehl and Michael
Kuhnen; yet they proved themselves to be Aryans by their heroic actions. Only
facts reveal and proclaim your qualities and your genetic makeup and therefore
your race.
2

2
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Guiseppe Sergi in his book The Mediterranean Race support this theory.

ETHNICITY, the NATION and the NATION-STATE
The ethnicity is a community of individuals who share a common culture such
as language and various customs and habits. A race essentially differentiated
does not form an ethnicity. A new ethnicity can arise without any type of
problem from the inter-breeding of individuals of different ethnicity; and by this
fusion and amalgam of their cultural features there will arise a new ethnicity, but
the fundamental genetic pol will not be altered.
A nation is the territorial space where an ethnic group or several live. There are
mono-ethnic nations and poly-ethnic nations. What defines the nation are its
territorial limits.
A nation-state is a nation that possesses its own governing institution for its
community, quite independent of any superior power, and this means that this
nation-state is truly independent complete with its own will-to-power. In former
times, states established as empires would often comprise multiple nations in a
federation, as in the case of France, prior to 1789. Then following the French
Revolution it was decided that each nation should have its own state,
generating in this way the fragmentation of the European peoples that we
experience today. From our school days we have been indoctrinated with the
false idea of "us” and "them".
The NATION-STATE and Race
But the liberal nation state consists of individuals living in the same country,
who speak the same language, and who swear allegiance to the same flag and
possess an identity card indicating that they belong to the nation. All this being
quite independent of the race to which they may belong, whether born in the
country or whether acquiring their certificate of nationality by some other
means. As mentioned above, in modern times the nation-states are the highest
institutions of government and the direct consequence of the absence of any
racial conditions put on citizenship, is racial chaos.
Racial Chaos
Having members of different races within a nation-state's borders will sooner or
later lead to race-mixing, even if these different races possess strong racial
identities which they may well want to preserve. The American, Earnest Sevier
Cox, explained this clearly. When citizenship is not restricted on racial grounds,
then inevitably non-assimilable foreigners are going to enter, and this will
engender future conflicts, which is what we see today in Europe. This can lead
to war and confrontation and to possible mutual slaughter of the best elements.
NATIONALISM
Nationalism is the political movement based on the nation-state. It may be
conservative, when trying to maintain the status-quo; it may be revolutionary,
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when it attempts to re-establish a lost previous order; or it may be subversive
when it attempts to remove from power the existing order and to replace it by
another utterly detached from any historical reality.
In all cases, nationalism is always a harmful movement because it is based on
an unnatural principle as with the Masonic bourgeois nation-state, whereby the
racial issue is relegated to the background, or even totally ignored. There are
many occasions when a fact is favorable to the bourgeois nation but detrimental
to the race, such as, for example, a war of independence between a colony and
its mother-country. Such a war may result in the long-awaited national
"independence", but at the cost the lives of many good white men.
There is no question, but territorial nationalism is harmful to the race and
detrimental to its preservation: it divides what should be united and unites what
should be divided. Two individuals coming from different nations, even from
"enemy" nations may well have much more in common than two individuals
possessing the same nationality (citizenship) but of different races. Therefore if
one is a “nationalist”, one cannot be a “racialist”.
Men, Subhumans and Supermen
Our race and indeed every human community contains within it three different
types of individuals: men, lesser men and supermen. Men constitute the
majority: they are characterized by a total lack of innovation; their thoughts,
behaviors and practices are but an imitation of others. If they possess
intelligence, then they might distinguish themselves above the usual norms, for
example, bright college students usually called "bookworms", when they are not
just mere consumers of everything that is sold to them.
The lesser men, also known as biological waste and rubbish, are those
individuals who act in a criminal manner against the racial community, fulfil the
role of parasites or bacilli in our community. When they possess intelligence
they can carry out their criminal activities indirectly, concealed under a cloak of
legality and often in such a way that those harmed are unaware of their
tormentors. In the case where these lesser men are not intelligent, then they
become common criminals and exert their activity directly on their victims, in
which case the victims identifies aggression and the aggressor, and usually the
common criminal is punished by law, unless some intelligent lesser men make
use of them for their own personal reasons.
The Supermen comprise two per-cent of the Aryan world, They are the ones
who have the ability and imagination to create and innovate; they are the best
elements of race; they reveal and give the best expression of the characteristics
of the Aryan race, which are typical only of the Aryan race, not to be found in
any of the other major races (sometimes, it is true, the yellow race gives us
surprises, but these may be due to the action of Aryan genes infiltrated into their
DNA in ancient times). The Supermen act as antibodies against the activities of
the lesser men. But in order that the Supermen can develop and evolve, they
require a social system adequate for their needs; the current capitalist system
exerts on them a truly negative, destructive pressure. We will examine this
below.

The ECONOMIC SOCIAL ORDER and its EFFECTS on the RACE
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The socio-economic order of the system of nation-states is liberal capitalism. It
is the cause most destructive of the Aryan race. By giving primacy to money,
the capitalist system permits the more selfish and socially harmful individuals to
climb to the top of the ruling classes; while the noblest and the workers remain
relegated to the poorer classes. Individuals and eccentric adventurers such as
Mike Hoare or George Armstrong Custer are alienated by the commercial spirit
of urban city life, which fails to satisfy their strong emotional needs, which are
precisely what makes such types the driving and innovative force of our
civilization. These types, the best of the Aryans, find themselves rejected by the
ruling liberal institutions and then become social renegades and misfits. Many
become gang member and attack the society that does not give them the place
that is their due. Others become depressed and kill themselves, others become
socially withdrawn. The behavior of the Superman within the capitalist order is
similar to that of a dog which has been trained for an outdoor, pastoral life but
finds itself cooped up inside a small urban apartment, and which then proceeds
to trash everything, because his hyperactivity is not met and satisfied in that
environment. Under capitalism, the community loses the best exemplars of the
race who then stagnate at the bottom of society alongside the biological human
waste and newly arrived immigrants.

Long live the Storm
The origin of the white race was the cold European continent. There a hostile
climate exerted a natural selection which gave rise to the Aryans. At one time all
whites were Aryans; let's see how this phenomenon occurred.
In the harsh circumstances with which our ancestors had to coexist, there was
no place for leisure: whoever lounged around would not obtain food and much
needed shelter. Neither was there any place for selfish behavior, because in
such conditions if the Whites wanted to survive, men had to cooperate with
each other. Neither was there any place for busybody democratic leaders,
because in such a situation only those with intelligence, courage and the spirit
of sacrifice, in other words, the real natural leaders, could take charge of groups
of our people, and besides, there was no riches to steal. Neither could there be
a negative sexual selection, for if a woman wanted to survive then she must
choose a man with the necessary aptitudes to offer her and her children the
sustenance for survival. There was also no place for debauchery, because if a
man had many women and many children, then he would have been unable to
feed them. Thus the monogamous family which we know today emerged.
Under these conditions , what happened to the social or subhuman parasites?
They died simply off, by the action of nature: there was no place for their
existence on the harsh European continent. In this hard life, natural selection
ensured that the only survivors were the most industrious, the brave, the
intelligent, the creative and the noble, that is, the Aryans. But what happened
next ? The White man with his natural nobility and creativity, he development
techniques, skills and tools to make his life and the life of his group easier in
their habitat. While these are the most valuable qualities of their race, they did
have a negative side-effect: the improvements permitted those to live on, who
would otherwise have died. At first there was no big problem: if these poor types
did gain the possibility to survive, they were so despised for their lack of
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heroism and for the activities they undertook in order to survive, unfair trade,
usury, theft, etc., that they were kept at the margins of society and hence were
not involved in the natural social life of the community.
These poor, despised types were not content with mere survival, they also
wanted power, which is exclusively the unquestionable and indisputable right of
the Supermen. So these poor, despised types starting from their social
condition of exclusion ,they began to promote alien, fantastic ideas of
“Freedom” and “Equality”, all under the cover of mother nature. But they did not
love mother nature, whose rigorous “quality control” [natural selection] the poor
types had been enabled to evade. Nor did these types love mother nature's
favored sons, the Aryans.
They deceived the masses with their cheap pedlar's swindles and in this way
they gained power: a fact known to History as the French Revolution. Once the
true leaders of society were dispossessed of power, all existing standards that
had maintained the proper natural and social selection were inverted so as to
promote an unnatural selection to the advantage of the formerly despised
marginal types. Hence arises the so-called capitalist system.
The Supermen, those with valuable genetic capital, were relegated to the lower
strata of this newly established society, to the proletariat. In this situation the
Supermen began the fight to restore the natural order that had been corrupted
and to reclaim the place that naturally belonged to them.
The subhumans watched this situation closely, they wanted to ensure that the
Supermen would never again regain their former position. The subhumans
conceived an theory according to which, the "proletariat" had had come to
power in order to remove from power those who had usurped the power.
Superficially it did seem to be a good theory but it is not the totality of the
proletariat which should occupy the power but rather a class of men
independent of the place they have in society today. This new and tempting
idea made progress and finally triumphed in overthrowing a state [the Russia of
the Czars] in which the subhumans had not till then been in command. This new
act of subversion engineered by the social parasites is known as the Russian
Revolution.
From the above considerations we draw three conclusions: The white man
needs a hostile climate in order to develop his potential and to have the benefit
of a correct natural selection. What does occur when the white man comes to a
territory which has all over abundance and natural wealth ? Let us look at the
case of Argentina. Argentina is the only white country in the world where one
observes his [high standard] economic and social conditions inside the third
world. Many cannot understand how this is possible. And the anti-racist will
surely say " in the third world there are also countries with a white standard of
living, therefore the race- factor has nothing to do with the development of a
nation " But this pseud- argument is completely false.
At the beginning of the colonization of Argentina, as in the case of other
Spanish-American countries, a minority of white kept pure and this minority
formed the political aristocracy. Whereas the majority of whites crossbred with
the native women giving rise to a hybrid population. Relative to the size of
Argentina, the population was very small ,even when including the number of
half-castes and Indians together with the Whites.
But this country was very different from Europe. Here was a huge territory very
scarcely populated and endowed extensively with natural resources. Here
finally, unlike in the old world it was no longer necessary to work slavishly all
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one's days. The white aristocracy was not slow in becoming idle . The only
worry was to find someone who would bring the fruits and vegetables of his
garden to the table. Lacking the population to develop the potential wealth of
the country, and given the fact that the Indians and half-castes were equally
idle, the need was seen to promote European immigration and to benefit from
the productivity and creativity of the surplus population of the white race in
Europe..But the intention of the now degraded ,ruling aristocracy, acting already
as an oligarchy, was not to create a prosperous nation, but rather to have
servants who were to make life easy for them so that they might continue to live
their life of leisure. And in this way the territory was filled with thousands of good
white men who actively developed the new country. But the oligarchy had no
good intentions towards his racial brothers; he only wanted to exploit them; he
treated them with supercilious scorn as low, second-class persons. This was
the time when the oligarchy in Argentina lost his links with the white race.
The country became a hell for white men: in a country with riches everywhere
they had to work 10 or 12 hours for a lousy wage, barely enough to cover their
basic needs and that of their children. The children of these good white men
saw that work was synonymous with hunger and that the way to success was to
become a parasite, that is, to start a career and by climbing to the heights of
power to live comfortably without working and without contributing anything to
the common good. Thus began a reverse selection which gave rise to the
notorious reputation of the "cunning" Argentinian.
The richest land in the world which could, can and should be the home of the
white man turned into a real dung-heap, a paradise for all parasites in the world.
The number of subhumans comprises now approximately HALF OF THE
TOTAL POPULATION. No local or national solution is possible. A complete
transformation is required. If this should take the form of a foreign invasion as
happened in Rome when the race of the Romans bred down [through
mongrelization], then this is welcome. When the white race recovers, then the
necessary measures to prevent reverse selection must be taken in this land. If
necessary, the leaders must create the conditions conducive for a proper
natural selection, imitating if necessary the methods of education of the
Spartans that allowed only the best elements of the race to accede to power.
Second lesson: The natural sensitivity, nobility and creativity of the white
man is the cause of the proliferation of subhumans. There can be no blame
here because without these qualities the white race could not have become the
master of the planet. But in future we must remember that our virtues should not
clash with the purposes of mother nature.
Third lesson: Socialism is not a foreign or alien system; it is the natural
system of the white man, but to differentiate it from the Marxist socialism
created by the sub-human, we will call it biological socialism and describe it
below.
Biological Socialism
The Aryan economic system is biological socialism. It is to give to everyone the
proper place according to their ability and diligence. It is a system based on the
laws of nature, and despite being exercised by men, it meets the designs of
nature. Biological socialism grants equal opportunities to all individuals and
makes its focus the different capabilities of each for the common good. And by
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means of an authentic natural selection hinders the development resulting in the
propagation of sub-humans. Biological socialism severely punishes any
parasitic activity and requires that each member of the community produces
what it consumes. In other words the members of the community are required to
earn their rights.
This is real socialism and we are proud to say that we are socialists, and
there is nothing wrong with that, because socialism does not mean to
give something but means to give everyone what corresponds to their
capacity and effort, and there is no more natural law than that.

Why are we Aryans ?
When the Aryan peoples invaded Europe from Asia, they brought with them the
genes of great men who made progress possible and they thus raised the white
race,. When the invaders found native populations of the same European race,
their qualities were not lost but were transmitted and retained and exactly so in
the regions [of the earth] where they settled themselves. Thus, we [in Argentina]
are Aryan because we have within us the genes of those peoples, and though
these may not be dominant in our natural person, though we may not be
highprofile
as the best elements of the race, we still have the same value given to all
those whose genes can be shown to be inherited from the common ancestry.
We must be conscious of the value of our genetic pool which we must preserve.
This assigns us a responsibility.
We also possess a clear understanding of what constitutes victory and failure.
The anti-Aryan capitalist system teaches that the victory is synonymous with
being rich. But it is not necessarily the rich person who contributes to the
advancement and the progress of our race, or perhaps you know some of
banker or Hollywood star who has done so ? Victory is achieved in the life of the
Aryan if at the end of his days his race has advanced at least one step forward
from the stage which it was in, at the day of his birth. And always it is necessary
to bear in mind that what is important is not what money he has had
in his pockets but that he possesses good genes. Such that a beggar is of
greater value [to the community] if he posses good genes than a usurer or rich
huckster. THE GOLD IS NOTHING, THE BLOOD AND THE GENES ARE
EVERTHING.
Equality….throw it into the garbage can !
The sub-men endlessly repeat: "We are all equal", and " we are a product of
the social environment", and "one cannot judge a group by the actions of just a
few individuals " We are familiar with these phrases and which are constantly
repeated. In this subsection are going refute them and teach the reader how to
silence gift of speech of these monkeys, liberals and their acolytes conformists.
To do this I will give the history of a group of our race, the Italians, whose
experiences have shown that the subhumans' theories are completely false.
When the Italians first migrated to the United States of America , they suffered
severe discrimination and for various reasons. Firstly they were considered in
the new country to be of lesser racial value that white native Americans, and
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therefore suffered as deemed “second class”. Secondly when the "good guys"
[in World War II] declared war on the “bad guys”, they, the Italian immigrants,
were considered enemies of the state and persecuted in the same manner that
the Jews claim that they were, and many Italian immigrants were interned in
concentration camps alongside German Americans and Japanese Americans,
and other enemies of the American nation.
However in spite of this situation, the Italians were able to form families, they
progressed, they encouraged their children to progress, and they never
complained of "discrimination", and never received any compensation; did not
even ask for compensation, neither they needed any affirmative action, never
attempted to gain benefits at the expense of the white native white Americans.
The greatest virtue of this people is its industriousness. They never complained
about the jokes or prejudices about the Italian mafia; they even laughed
because they know that the mafia is but a small contingent of the Italian people
and everyone knows it.
What became of the descendants of those Italians who emigrated to the United
States of America ? Do they live today in ghettos ? NO. Are they gang members
? NO. Are they mostly engaged in illegal activities ? NO. Do they
receive social assistance ? NO. Do they get benefit from affirmative action
policies ? NO.
They are a successful people and they have assimilated well. They have
showed the other white Americans that they are of equal racial value and that
they are brothers to the Anglo-Saxons and Germans.
Now let us look at the negroes: they live today like they lived in their native
Africa, they kill each other, irresponsibly they have multiple wives and lots of
children; they reproduce their wild way of life where ever they are;, their natural
indolence and reluctance to work makes them dependent upon welfare and a
burden for the whites; they become drug dealers and they undertake other
activities that require little hard work to obtain ready cash.
Thus from these examples and the experience of the Italian immigrants, we can
see what in fact has already been proven scientifically that it is the race-factor
and not the environment which guarantees the social progress of a human
community. Thus you know now how to shut the mouth to a liberal.
We and Them
Once we know what our race is, how do we know who are part of it and who are
not ?, considering, that is, the large intrusion of foreign blood that has occurred
in our racial body. Let's face the facts, none of us is 100% "pure" white. F
Foreign hordes of color have at all times in the past broken into Europe. Great
civilizations have fallen because the mistake was made of mixing with the blood
of non-Europeans, and in many cases the non-Europeans were brought to our
lands by ourselves. But despite the fact that Rome and Greece fell by
miscegenation, Italy remains a white country as does Greece, but not Egypt.
What is the reason ? The answer is that our race resisted miscegenation in
Rome and Greece with the help, in my opinion, the indispensable help of
invaders from the North. The same thing happened in Russia, Germany and
Hungary with the Mongol and Hun invasions. But miscegenation in Egypt was
such that very few white elements have survived to this day. The same thing
was happened in Latin America.
Accepting that we all have a certain percentage of foreign blood in our veins,
how great a proportion is acceptable in order that an individual may dwell in our
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land without our race being thereby genetically contaminated ? For this
purpose, to answer this question, an office of racial classification will be
established , as existed in the old South Africa, where a group of
anthropologists and experts in racial matters determined the race of the future
citizen or he who aspires to citizenship in our future white homeland. I
personally think that a purity level of 80% is required in order for the individual
to be accepted as an Aryan; this can be concluded just by studying his four
grandparents. If these are white, the individual is a white. If one of them is not,
we should make the relevant tests to determine the membership or not of the
subject in question. It is important to state that the concept of racial purity, does
not mean that an individual possesses all ancestors of a certain race, but that
the individual only procreate with others like him by means of union to form a
similar couple. We know from the laws of genetics that in a marriage between
two mulattoes there is a probability of 1/16 that the product is a pure white or
pure black; or was the intention the coupling just produce a black on white racial
solidarity with their mixed-race peers.
Anti-racists say, "but if you already have been subjected to previous migrations
and invasions of color into Europe and yet the white race continues to exist
today, why then all the fuss against current migration ?"
The answer is very simple, at earlier epochs the realities of nature were more
omnipotent in our lives. The "migrations" or more exactly the invasions were
more smaller in number since that the populations in their regions of origin were
smaller. In earlier times, the white man he had not brought his "aid" which has
produced a multiplication in the number of natives [of the Third World]. Also
movements of peoples and whole populations were much more difficult than
today, since the facilities of modern transportation were not then available to
them. And the white man had not so degraded himself and was not so
brainwashed
as today. Earlier no white would have gone out into the street with a
placard saying "Refugees welcome" as happens today in Europe.
To Whom does the land belong ?
The American-Indians say that America belongs entirely to them, the Blacks say
that Africa belongs to them: what is the base of their claims of entitlement ?
Only in the fact that they existed for many more generations on their continents
than the white man. But they do not want live in the America or the Africa of
their ancestors, no they do not. They want to live and in America and in Africa
that white men build; the white man whom they contemptuously call "gringos".
We Whites should meet their demands that we vacate their territories with the
response, "You want us to leave 'your land'” ?, Well, O.K. Then I'll take all the
hospitals, roads, bridges, trains, automobiles, computers, bathrooms and all the
creations of my race even including your trousers, and we will see if you like
then to live in "your land". The real question is: Who does that "land" really
belong to ?, Who can claim ownership of something ?, what give the right to
ownership ?, The only thing that gives a right in the natural order is the
CREATION AND WORK. Only those who have applied these elements on
something can claim it as their heritage, therefore THE WORLD, or much of it,
BELONGS TO THE WHITE MAN, because the white man developed America
and Africa with his intellectual gifts and his industriousness. But yes, we
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recognize that the "native" breeds have the right to inhabit the lands needed for
his development but only under the guidelines of the action of nature and
without any influence from the white man. We have learned what happens when
we improve conditions of the coloureds as in South Africa and Rhodesia: , the
coloureds have so multiplied that they have taken these nations from us..
In view of the above, it is clear that no one else has the right to discuss the
absolute and unquestionable ownership of the land a people inhabit, so if the
colored peoples want their land or rather its civilization, I think that is perfectly
O.K., but they must conquer, create and develop it, if they are able.

The Aryan World Order
The new world order will consist of a confederation of all Aryan nations. Aryan
nations are those in whom the genes of the [original] Aryan invaders are to be
found. To be rejected are those that, though did receive these genes, have lost
them as a result of cross-breeding with coloured races. The Aryan nations will
be co-joined by a central state, whose location will be known at the time. This
confederation will form a single political unit, whereby each particular nation will
be a mere province of the country, and whereby each nation shall enjoy
autonomy and freedom to speak their own language and develop their particular
culture. But the state will act to ensure that each governs according to the
natural social order. Citizens of the new Aryan nation will have freedom of
movement throughout the territory and may marry freely with any citizen no
matter which ethnic belongs. There will be a general language to enable
communication between citizens of different ethnicities. The religion of the new
Aryan homeland, will be the one that best works for the preservation and
advancement of the race and for maintaining the natural social order. Any
action that seeks the secession of an ethnic unit by trying to return to masonic
nationalism or encouraging interracial war will be heavily punished.
The Aryan nation will have as its sole flag, the National Socialist flag of red,
white and black with the swastika in the center. This is the only banner of Aryan
man and the only one that we should swear loyalty to; and the Aryan nation is
the one and only source of life for us.
The territory of the new state will encompass all of Europe and the overseas
territories which are mainly Aryan. The Aryans who live in countries where they
are a minority, will have Aryan nationality. The only persons entitled to obtain
the nationality will those of European descent. The state will have an office of
racial classification where a group of anthropologists and experts will analyze
those aspiring to acquire the [Aryan] nationality in order to approve or not the
request. There will also be offices of racial hygiene to improve the race by
selecting individuals suitable for breeding. The issuing of a certificate of eugenic
-health will be binding for marriage. At the same time the same office will ensure
that the inadequate do not procreate into the community.

The. Jewish Problem and the Aryan World Nation
What is the Jewish problem? It is the troubled relationship between the
practices, habits and customs of the Jewish race with those of the host-nation.
Currently this problem exists in every part of the planet where they are in a
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considerable number. Well, What is the solution to this problem? To begin we
must review the racial constitution of the Jew. The Jews, as we know, are
divided into Ashkenazim and Sephardim, the first constitute 85% of the world
Jewish population, while the latter the remaining 15%, the latter are exclusively
of Semitic origin, while Ashkenazim have a great genetic diversity.
The Ashkenazim Jews, who are responsible in the main for the Jewish problem
and who are the promoters of Zionism, have a Turkish-Tartar origin and with a
considerable amount of Aryan blood which they received in successive waves
[over time]. The Aryan element in the Ashkenazim is approximately 70%. But in
respect to the Europeans, they have marked racial differences that are manifest
mentally and in physical appearance.
In spite of the influences mentioned above, the isolation and the inbreeding, the
rules and customs of Khazar society with habits and a culture antagonistic to
ours, have molded this nation of traders, the native nation of the race of
Ashkenazim Jews, into a type not very appreciated by us, the Aryans. Our
greatest virtue is work, his most appreciated “virtue” is indolence; we are
adventurers, they traders; we seek dangers they seek the comfortable life; we
value the blood, they value gold, etc. With that said it is obvious that if these two
races coexist in the same territory then that coexistence will not be peaceful.
The bourgeois race will seek to exploit the skills of the noble race in order to
satisfy their business needs and then conflict sooner or later explode, and no
matter to what extent the exploiter-race used the media to "brain-wash" the
working people..
Let us return to the racial constitution of the Jews: several of his physical racial
characteristics and psychology have developed due to selection and
inbreeding: such as the round skull, the hooked nose (Jewish nose), large ears
and his unscrupulous and selfish behavior. They have survived to today, as can
be seen in the unpleasant aspect of George Soros and Mark Zuckerberg. There
also some cases of "Jewish self-hatred". What is Jewish self-hatred ? The
explanation is the Aryan blood which is in him and which dominates, making
him a stranger and a misfit in the Jewish social body. How did this [Aryan] blood
get there ?, We, Aryans, we make another mistake during the Middle Ages,
when we pursued "witches", "alchemists" and free thinkers and creators, we
drove the best elements of our race to seek refuge in the Jewish ghettos, where
the governing rules presented no objection to their activities.. There [in the
ghetto] they enriched the Jewish race with superior genes which the Jews found
a good use for. Thus the Jew is half Aryan and half Khazar: from his Aryan
blood he inherited his intelligence but from his side Khazar he inherited
his dastardly behavior. But these Aryan genes belong to us and we must
retrieve them, if they are recoverable. How can we do so ? By identifying those
Jews as "Aryan" or rather than dismissing those Aryans as "Jews". We are
talking here of those Jews who have a higher percentage of Aryan blood (80%)
and whereby the Aryan side dominates and hence the “self hate”, which leads
them to feel a natural hatred for everything Jewish, the corruption, the readiness
to lie, the deification of money, to exploitation, etc.
This will be the work of the racial classification offices, which issue the
respective certificates of ethnic purity, which ensure that this "Jew" who
possesses the certificate really is an Aryan, just like any other and that he may
also enjoy the [rights of the ] Aryan nationality. Only by meeting these
requirements is it proved that they really are Aryans and that they had
previously lived mistakenly as Jews. This determination will require more than
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just an examination of physical traits, it should also study the psychic
constitution which will mean a longer process for the granting of their nationality,
than in the case of normal citizens. Then they will enjoy the possession of a
certificate of honorary Aryan, allowing them to enjoy the privileges of other
citizens.
As for the racial Jews, they must live in a territorial space reserved for them.
The Aryan state will collaborate in the creation of a Jewish racial elite,
composed of the most altruistic elements who will focus the energies on the
pursuit of progress and development of their community without producing
hostile relations, either externally or internally.
The way that You must work
When you work, you should forget about the old tactics, forget headquarters,
meeting locals, affiliations, records, etc. All this has proved to be useless and
counterproductive because we have learned that this old way just informs the
enemy of where to attack us. Our new form of militancy is that known as "the
lone wolves". What it is a lone wolf and how should he act as a lone wolf ? A
lone wolf is a militant whose only requirement is to be 100% in agreement with
our ideas and to follow our guidelines for action. There is no requirement to be
contact with the leaders and other comrades; to belong to the cause requires
only sympathy and commitment to our ideals and objectives.
A lone wolf should always move within the law and remember that he is
ambassador of our doctrine and cause, and therefore is bound to be a
decent and proper person at all times, and to renounce all violent actions
and any antisocial behavior. The main goal of the lone wolf is to change the
view that society has of NS and racialism, therefore the focus should be on the
distribution of legal material and propaganda activities. These activities should
always remain anonymous and should not for any reason be made public, since
this may lead to his arrest and through his fall, the system may be able to catch
other comrades.
Lone wolves are uncontrollable and present a real problem for the enemy since
he has no way to identify them or find them all together in one place whereby to
destroy them. They are our most lethal weapon and they ensure our long
awaited victory.
You are not a normal person. Remember that !
Possibly You have had some problems adjusting to normal society in your life.
Perhaps you were punished at school for being restless, for getting bored in
class, for getting low grades. It is probable that your behavior led to withdrawal,
that your fellows noticed an "abnormal" behavior in you and have left you aside,
perhaps all this time you wanted to be like them to be "normal". Well, the fact is
that "normals" have never done and never going to do anything [significant], it
has always have been the eccentric, the "crazy", the dreamers and creators
who make history and progress in this world. And it is to be expected that in the
current [economic] market system those who reject the system, are viewed as
anti-social "circus freaks". This [present] order is completely contrary to the
natural order where the supermen would be the true masters of the planet. In
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capitalism the subhumans are the rulers and the average types are the
darlings and the supermen are the outcasts. The natural order of hierarchies
has been reversed. Remember well YOU ARE A TRUE ARYAN. IN YOUR
BLOOD ARE THE GENES OF THE ROMANS AND GERMANS WHO
CONQUERED EUROPE. YOU ARE THE TRUE OWNER OF THE WORLD.
TOMORROW BELONGS TO YOU. CLAIM AND FIGHT FOR WHAT IS
YOURS.
Supermen, true natural leaders emerge in disaster, in situations in which the
"democratic" leaders are found hiding under the table. The average types and
the "lemmings" who today mock you, will kneel tomorrow when they need your
skills to survive, when they see that their money, their cars, their brand clothes
will not save them from the hordes of coloureds and subhuman that are
threatening the whole white world. At that time you will finally have your rightful
place. All those who shut the door in your face will now run to thank you, just as
did all those priests and nuns kidnapped in the Congo [in the 1960s] by the
[Marxist-Leninist, black] Simba guerrillas, who thanked on bended knee those
"crazy misfits", Colonel Mike Hoare's white volunteers of the fifth Commando,
who rescued them. Meanwhile when they mock you for being different, you
mock them for all being the same.

YOUR ONLY NATION IS YOUR RACE
Let's look at the situation of the white world. In the United States, whites are
murdered by gangs of color, in Europe white girls are raped by hordes, of
Muslim. In South Africa the whites are being ethnically cleansed, driven out, by
the black tyrants of the African National Congress, in Argentina immigrants are
attempting to take the jobs, the hospital places from the whites. The immigrants
even dream of race-mixing with whites believing that his bastard offspring will
be "white". That race-mixing will ruin the nation that was built by the efforts of
many immigrants [from Europe] who entered the country with absolutely nothing
but their genetic endowments.
Against this background, what we Whites do ? We continue to believe that our
enemies are the French, the English, the Irish, the Boers, the Serbs, the Croats,
etc, when the subhuman coloureds select us for victims they don’t care if we
speak English, Afrikaner, or Portuguese, or whether we were born in Europe,
Australia, Africa, or America. They hate us and they want to destroy us just
because we are white, because we created the world in which they derive their
sustenance. They want to take it all away from us and make themselves the
lords of the land, as they have done in Angola, Rhodesia and South Africa.
The racial war is coming and the enemy is informing us which is our side, so
that we may understand what is our only nationality. The coloured hordes are
led by Subhumans with white skins. The white traitors try to divide us with
stupid flags and [different} languages; they stoop to the level of blacks with a
superficial nationalism which is nothing more than another superstition and
witchcraft with which the white traitors attempt to fool the white peoples. Before
all this we BURN THE STUPID MULTI-COLOUR RAGS TO WE PLEDGED
WHEN WE WERE CHILDREN . We unite under our one and only flag, and we
will find a common language that permits us to communicate and unite as a
single national entity. We are facing a new racial war: just like when the entire
white race united and their joint their armies fought together against Attila the
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Hun and his coloured hordes. In the present time either we unite against the
new invaders from the world of color, or we perish. OUR SALVATION
DEPENDS ON OUR UNION.
Remembers the words of Commander Rockwell, "in the next war, the uniform
will be the color of the skin" when others should criticize being racist or
xenophobic, then reach for a newspaper, and show them the news from Europe
and from their own country and then immediately put before them mirror.

Know your race. Love your race.
Love only what is known thus love only the white race. We must study its history
and achievements. Do not forget that they were not the achievements or
conquests of the English, the French, the Germans or the Americans, but of
THE WHITE RACE AS A WHOLE. We should always feel proud to belong to
the race that conquered the Americas, Asia, Africa and Oceania, in other words
the whole world. Never forget this; have it present in the mind every moment of
our daily lives, especially if and when we are offended or humiliated by
individuals of other races. The Roman Empire, the British Empire, the conquest
of the American West, the Great Trek South African, all these great deeds were
achieved by our people. You must regret all the bloodshed between white
brothers. It is not fitting for a racial socialist to celebrate the American wars of
independence, nor the two world wars of the twentieth century. In these wars
the white race did not benefit in the slightest; they lost their best men. ALWAYS
REJECT THE CHAUVINIST NATIONALISM, but do not fight or break
friendship with comrades who still believe in the territorial nation, keep in mind
that it is difficult to break such an attitude ingrained since childhood. Explain
calmly that the concept of the territorial nation is a concept that is artificial and
therefore variable, while race is biological and natural. From a racial socialist
perspective, never mind whether a country is "independent" or a colony of an
empire, if administered by Spaniards or Britons or French, we are interested
only in benefit for our race.
Henrik Verwoerd was prime minister of South Africa in the 1960s and one of the
promoters of separate development [of Blacks and Whites], called Apartheid.
Verwoerd understood the danger of colour; only the Whites could ensure the
survival of our race and therefore the rivalry among white peoples more
precisely between Afrikaners and British had to be curtailed. Prime Minister
Verwoerd had to be removed [by assassination].
Remember that the Fuhrer had as one of its objectives the definitive end to
territorial rivalries between France and Germany, remember that he renounced
all claims to disputed territories between the two states. The Fuhrer always was
opposed to war with Britain, regarding the British as racial brothers. Therefore,
never do anything that harms a white brother, always keep friendly relations
with comrades of other nationalities and ethnicities. Listen to the music of your
race, enjoys classical music, polkas and tarantelas, reject the degenerate
culture of inferior peoples, reject all superstition; you should not believe in
superstitions, spells or divinations; that is typical of the subhuman, YOU MUST
BELIEV IN YOURSELF, AND THAT YOU AND YOUR GENETIC SKILLS CAN
ACCOMPLISH ALL THAT YOU SET OUT TO DO.. If you fall, get up and
continue , a fall or a mistake does not mean you are a failure; they are often
necessary for the development of our innate qualities. Remember that what
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does not break you makes you stronger, and that all DEFEAT MAY BE THE
BEGINNING OF A FUTURE VICTORY.
Honour your race in your body and person, play sports, learn something new
every day and try to improve yourself increasingly, WILLPOWER IS THE
ESSENCE OF ARYAN. Do not become lazy or obese like those prevailing in
this foul, capitalist bourgeoisie; do not allow your [capricious] whims or fashion
or conventions, decide your actions.. You know well what needs to be done.

Our Religion
The Aryans have the one God of whose existence we are sure, NATURE. She
created everything we see and have on Earth. She supplied us with our
unmatched genetic endowment. Could anyone doubt her existence? Our
religion has as its goal the development and advancement of our race. Modern
Christianity with its love for the ill-fated "we are all children of God" only allows
for the reproduction and survival of the subhumans together with the
consequent obstruction of the advancement of the Aryan race; which is why the
subhumans strive tirelessly to promote Christianity. Another ambiguous slogan
of Christianity is "Love one another", we are in perfect agreement. But this
principle has a limit, "to each other" does not imply to individuals of other races
nor to the subhuman, but only to the real blood brothers. And note: the so-called
"chosen people", are none other than those who gave rise to civilizations, and
therefore can not be other than the Aryan whites. Another big problem of
Christianity is its opposition to the death penalty: because every man is
considered made in the "image and likeness of God", the result is that the
wildest of blacks and the most moronic of subhuman are "Godlike" therefore
they may not physically be eliminated but must be permitted to get with life and
to spread. But these individuals would not survive if nature should decide their
destiny; and we as the most sublime work of nature we must enforce the
designs of nature, therefore it is not any crime that we commit nor any lack of
humanity we show if we proceed with the physical elimination of anti-unsocial
types. We do no more than organize our state of civilization as did nature when
she kept direct authority over man.
Another incompatible point with Christianity is its condemnation of hatred as
something damaging to the man who is accused of that emotion. For the Aryans
hatred is not a bad thing. Hatred when well used is energy that can lead to
personal advancement and to progress of the race. As Aryans we need both
emotions of hatred and love in order to fulfill our purpose on earth: THE
CREATION OF CIVILIZATION.
Is there life after death ? Obviously yes, we are quite sure that. The Vikings
have shown that to be true, but it requires merit to obtain the right to enter
"eternal life". Do you know any heroic person whose name is not recalled ? Do
you really think that Adolf Hitler, Joseph Goebbels and Heinrich Himmler have
died ? Do You not see that even their enemies remember them. They will
definitely Never Die. There are villains and heroes who even in the mind of a
child of 8 years live and will gain one day their rightful place in the heart of the
Aryan peoples. Regarding the comrades who have failed to achieve immortality,
it is our duty to keep them alive; and therefore this current work remembers
Comrade Biedermann [see above]. So if you want eternal life do not be a
lemming; nobody will give them a thought after death, but lead a heroic life and
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your deeds will make you immortal.
What is the importance of a common religion for the white world ? Mainly to
STRENGTHEN OUR RACIAL INSTINCS and in order to put an end to the
religious divisions created by our enemies and never to allow our faith in Mother
Nature to suffer any human intervention. The rules of Mother Nature were
and are written down; they are simple and easy to learn; they are
immutable and they do not lead to "free" interpretations.

Eugenics, Nature's Rules , applied by the hand of man
When nature reigned over man, there was no need to worry about human
selection or the quality of the race, as she only allowed the the best to live. But
when the white man started to create a Civilization of advanced biological skills
then the white man unwittingly walked away from the protection of his kind
mother Nature. Then suddenly he found himself surrounded by menacing
creatures from whom he had previously been protected. He then realized that
nature does not directly govern his society, but that he was the one who was
required to enforce her laws if he wanted his race to continue to progressed.
Eugenics was first applied by the Spartans; and it is from them that we are sill
learning to this today. Nowadays at great cost to the state individuals are kept
alive whose [pitiable] conditions give them no access to life. These poor
individuals, for most part, often add nothing to the progress of the race and
civilization but are a burden on healthy individuals, who must not only pay for
their upkeep but often suffer the effects of living with them.
As a first instance, at the time of birth greater emphasis should be placed up the
on action of nature instead of utilizing contemporary pharmacological medicine.
In addition the procreation and the birth of those who are known to be morons,
defectives or otherwise unfit for life should not be facilitated.. After the
individuals have made their entrance into the world, the second step of
eugenics is in ensuring the necessary training so that they may lead healthy
lives as useful members of the community. soldiers, workers. Again the
Spartans give us a lesson with their system of education based on forming
soldiers with the ability to survive and with emphasis on the best elements of
the race. In the current, deplorable situation, the white working class still
manages to produce some of its best elements, but at the same time large
number of degenerates are enabled to survive by "social aid"; this clearly poses
a serious threat to white race elite, whose task is to carry out the racist social
revolution.
Returning to our example of creating appropriate situations: we can carry out a
second screening test that would improve the white race and which would
produce the best specimens for survival and advancement. Such situations
which formerly provided by nature, must today be provided by man in order to
maintain a true racial ecology; not only within the community but also outside of
it. Our advances and progress should not be extended to [other] races that
cannot develop themselves, because this would demographically change those
races beyond the dictates of nature with the results which we see today for the
planet and for the white race. The benevolence of the white man has resulted in
the overpopulation of the color world, which is now invading the white man's
land, and murdering, raping and robbing white people of their vital resources.
The white man created this color enemy that today threatens his existence. The
white man is facing a test that allows only of two options: The white man will
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triumph in the coming racial war or he will perish.

The birth of a Nation
We remember the film made by the Aryan genius David Griffith, and we find a
similar situation for the white man today. As in Griffith's work, when the white
men from the North and South of the United States were threatened by the
northern liberal ideas in favour of the coloreds they forget any kind of rancor
and united for their joint survival; so today all white nations are in the same
situation. Think of any country targeted, for example the United States, there
black and Mexican hordes are endangering the existence of the white race, the
white race who built that country; South Africa is now in exactly the same
situation as Zimbabwe; in Argentina the whites are in danger of extinction: the
Indian natives, the mongrel mestizos and immigrants take the jobs of the
whites, and want to take their womenfolk, and when they have the chance
harass them insulting them as "gringos" exactly like the Mexicans and Latin
Americans call the whites. Gypsies are another real plague: they carry out
simulated, virtual kidnappings and then demand the payment of a ransom to
free the captive. This group is a real threat and must be cleaned up where-ever
it is found. Look at Europe, where young white women are brutally raped by
Muslims who invade in human swarms without any restrictions. But in Europe
we see that parties misnamed "extreme right" are growing in membership and
we witness the political awakening of the white race. Hopefully it will increase in
importance and should not respond only to just national necessities. For these
problems are beyond the local and national: they are problems for our Race.
We must create a single White nation, a true union of white men with a
common political, economic, language and system of belief. Only with a front
which includes all the Aryans of the planet we can make our revolution.

White Revolution ! White Power !
Question: How do we carry out our revolution? Answer: Through global white
unity, which will get aside the old grudges that have affected the white nations
and by creating a world-wide awareness of the Aryan unity. Once this is
achieved, act and think only in the best interests of the white race, and without
any concern for the problems of the colored races.
In the 1960s it was possible to think of a collaboration between white and
colored racists,but now the leaders of color like Louis Farrakham have declared
war on the white world; the native [Red Indian] Americans have expressed their
intention to recover the entire continent for themselves; the Muslims also want
to destroy us because they claim that we are "infidels". This shows that we are
facing a serious problem. The struggle now is for the separation of the races. It
is either THEM OR US. ,The coloured races are attacking the white world, they
want our jobs, our hospitals and our women. The advent of the race- war is
inevitable. The white man with his charitable work for people of color does
nothing but built up his enemy who wears a mask of suffering and hardship.
This war has already begun and has many fronts which are in all white nations
throughout the world where the color problem is located. For this reason a
confrontation between whites over some stupid territorial dispute would be
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suicidal, as if comrades within an army were to quarrel amongst themselves
while an enemy was advancing against them. The result would be the defeat of
the battalion so divided. It is urgent that the white man becomes aware of the
problem that facing him; his attitudes should change. But the real enemy is not
this coloured hordes themselves who are challenging us for our living space
and for our livelihood, but the real enemy are the ones who facilitate the
massimmigration:
the liberal bourgeois Jewish oligarchy: they are the ones who open
our borders, they are the ones who deceive us with false and politically correct
ideas which promote non-discrimination; they are the ones who aid and abet the
coloureds to exists at our expense to steal our resources as cheap labor in their
factories and companies; the liberal bourgeois Jewish oligarchy are the ones
who stupefy our people with trash on the TV, they degrade us and lower our
status as whites to a condition almost of that of the blacks; their films obscenely
depict the sex-act as a mere act of pleasure rather than a natural act of love;
they tell us that to be “successful” we must have relations with many women,
just as is the mentality of blacks; , but they also promote to us the idea and
practice of abortion; of course, they don't want the white population to increase,
as the number of blacks increases. They try to promote a religion riddled with
absurd superstitions equal to any religion that blacks may have, for example,
the rites of witchcraft and Christianity which leaves us castrated and helpless in
the face of the the aggressors of the coloured invasion. They promote the use
of marijuana for the sole purpose of destroying our creative mentality, which
they know to be the vital resource and main weapon of the white man; and it is
they, the liberal bourgeois Jewish oligarchy who promote and exacerbate by all
means possible rivalries amongst white communities. They know that a white
people united world-wide with racial consciousness would mean their failure
and fall. Hence to counter this they want to keep us separated in small political
units, waving flags of different colors, speaking different languages and eating
different foods; they strive that we might disavow ourselves in order to counter
our potential unity. So we in our turn need to use all the tools at our disposal. In
previous writings I have harshly criticized those youth movements that whilst
denying their NS sympathies, have committed acts of vandalism. Today, I think
we should work with those who identify the NS ideology and , educate them as
to how to protect both themselves and us from the bad and evil influences of
the system. If there is a youth cult or juvenile movement that identifies with the
NS ideology then it must be welcomed and the followers taught and educated
and not rejected as a mere youthful "fad". What is important is that we REJECT
ALL ACTS OF VIOLENCE,. Such acts are used by the enemy to legislate laws
that further restrict our freedom of action. We must speedily establish contact
with comrades who live in distant lands in order to strengthen racial ties of
friendship. Especially with comrades of "enemy" countries, because only then
we will be able to break the lies that the system taught us.
We must always refuse to give help to the coloured man and equally we must
reject any feelings of sympathy for him; the coloured man knows how to exploit
the white man's generous altruism to his own advantage: this is fatal for us. At
the same time we must never deny our help to a white Comrade NS. We try to
communicate to the well-intentioned Aryans the facts of the looming dangers of
the coloureds. We need to be ready for the race war. It has happened before in
history: our united forces defeated the ferocious Attila the Hun and his
mongoloid hordes. This was a victory that thanks to the racial consciousness of
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the Romans and Germans, we did not disappear from History drowned in
Mongoloid blood ; we did not lose our genetic inheritance. We can do all this
again; we need awaken in our white brothers the lost RACIAL
CONCIOUSNESS. This is the way of our revolution and towards our dream
world. And the moment for embarking on that path is RIGHT NOW, this is THE
WHITE MAN`S TIME, either we stand and we join together or we perish and
with us any possibility of civilization, the time is NOW OR NEVER!

WHITE VICTORY!
WHITE POWER!
HEIL HITLER!
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